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20271 - If there are two who came late to the prayer can one of them be

an imam and lead the other?

the question

We have a musallah at our compagny where we perform daily prayer and Friday prayer.

I realized the following : Some times some brothers when they came late and before the Imam has

finished, they join the jamaa prayer behind the Imam and after the imam has finished the prayer,

they stand up to continue the prayer ( normal). It happens that one brother decide to follow

another one ( late ) in his left who becomes a new Imam ! Question : Are situation allowed ? Is

there some thing in the Coran or Sunna that justify practice such in the above situation ?.

Detailed answer

Praise be to Allah.

This is the issue of one who came late to the prayer being joined by another who also came late.

There is a difference of opinion among the scholars as to whether this is allowed or not. Shaykh

Muhammad ibn ‘Uthaymeen (may Allaah have mercy on him) was of the view that it is permitted.

There follows the text of his comments:

 “If two people who came late to the prayer enter (the mosque), and one says to the other, ‘When

the imam says the salaam, I will be your imam,’ and the other says, “O.k.,’ then when the imam

says the salaam, one of the two becomes the imam for the other. He moves from following an

imam to leading the prayer, and the other moves from following one imam to following another. 

Some of the scholars said that this is permissible, and that there is nothing wrong with two who

missed part of the prayer agreeing that one of them will be the imam for the other. They said that

moving from one imam to another is something that is proven in the Sunnah, as in the case of Abu

Bakr and the Prophet (peace and blessings of Allaah be upon him), when Abu Bakr led the people

in prayer when the Prophet (peace and blessings of Allaah be upon him) was ill, then the Prophet
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(peace and blessings of Allaah be upon him) came out during the prayer. When Abu Bakr saw him,

he stepped back to let the Prophet (peace and blessings of Allaah be upon him) come forward, and

the Prophet (peace and blessings of Allaah be upon him) completed the prayer. Narrated by al-

Bukhaari, 687; Muslim 418. In this story two transfers took place: 

1 – Abu Bakr moved from being the imam to following another imam

2 – The Sahaabah moved from following Abu Bakr to following the Prophet (peace and blessings of

Allaah be upon him). 

And it was said that this is not permissible, because this involves moving from one imam to

another, and moving from following an imam to leading the prayer with no excuse, and it is not

possible to move from a lower position to a higher one, because the person who is leading the

prayer is in a higher position than the one who is following the imam. 

They said: And this was not known at the time of the salaf. The Sahaabah, if they missed a part of

the prayer, they did not agree that one of them would step forward and act as an imam for the

others. If this was something good they would have done it before us. 

But those who say that it is permissible do not say that it is required of those who come late to the

prayer to agree that one of them will be the imam. Rather they say that if this is done, it is

permissible. There is a difference between saying that it is permissible and saying that it is

mustahabb and prescribed in Islam. We do not say that it is prescribed and we do not recommend

that if people come late to the prayer, one of them should say, “I will be your imam.” But if they do

that, then we do not say, “Your prayer is invalid.” This is the more correct opinion, i.e., that it is

permissible, but we should not do it, because it was not known among the salaf, and if something

was not known among the salaf, it is better not to do it, because we know that they more keen

than us to do what is good, and if something were good they would have done it before us. 

Al-Sharh al-Mumti’, 2/316, 317 

And Allaah knows best.


